FALSE CLAIM BY NEIGHBOR AT XXX PINE STREET AND FALSE ARREST/SECTION 12 BY QPD April 14,
2022 ON FALSE CLAIM
Sent online via QPD/Chief Paul Keenan contact page May 2, 2022
:Dear Chief Paul Keenan:
:In the matter of the April 14-19, 2022 Quincy Police Department Ambush, Home Break-in Under False
Pretences, Deceitful Ambush and Coercion of Estranged Spouse to Induce Crime of Personage, Verbal and
Physical Intimidation, Manhandling, False-Arrest, False-Detainment, False-Claim-Transport-by-Ambulance,
False-Reportage-on-Dept-of-Mental-Health form and grievous forced Section 12 Involuntary Hospitalization for
6 days of a perfectly sane, stable, law-abiding, and living woman (and publishing journalist, who publishes as
"Ramola D")--who verbally and continually stated she was such, and a Massachusetts state national living
privately on the land and soil jurisdiction of the united States of America--in grievous conditions of harm (of
extreme cold, no edible food, no free access to drinking water, no exercise, no sunshine, no nutrition, no
cellphone communications, among others), about which several FOIA requests have now been submitted to
Quincy Police Department, Massachusetts State Police, and Department of Mental Health, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, I wish to state the following, for Quincy Police Department records, and to immediately clear my
name:
:~1) It is only afterwards, at Carney Hospital Emergency Room, and later that I came to hear the Reason --a
False-Claim--for the coercive and assaultive Forced-Home-Entry, Intimidation, and False-Arrest of Ramola D, as
described in the published April 30, 2022 Press Release which can be found here: Neighborhood Watch
Harassment & April 14-19, 2022 Section 12 Involuntary Psychiatric Hold on Defamatory False-Claim: Police
Crime & Police Retaliation for Truth-Journalism https://everydayconcerned.net/2022/04/30/ramola-d-pressrelease-april-30-2022-neighborhood-watch-harassment-april-14-19-section-12-involuntary-psych-hold-ondefamatory-false-claim-police-crime-police-retaliation-for-truth-journalism/
:~2) I called QPD on Saturday April 16, 2022, on Monday April 18, 2022, and Tuesday April 19, 2022 from
Carney Hospital 4 South East to get a copy of the Police Report on which I was kidnapped and transported to
Carney Hospital ER and Psych Wing. On Tuesday's phone call I was forwarded to the QPD Police Records
department, where I spoke with a woman who told me that there was no police report, but the police logs
showed a call from a woman who left no name for herself nor gave a name for me, and later a call from a police
officer saying someone was being transported in a Brewster EMS ambulance to Carney Hospital in Dorchester.
Was I, a living woman, arrested, kidnapped and trafficked to Carney Hospital on an anonymous phone call to the
QPD station, with no record of what this woman called in and said, purely on hearsay slander for which there is
no evidence whatsoever?
:~3) As recorded in my Press Release linked above, I was given to understand (from the nurse in Carney ER
referenced in the press release, and later from the estranged spouse) that the False-Claim against me to which
Quincy Police Department responded came from the hostile and paranoid woman neighbor next door, from XXX
Pine Street, who had engaged in a public verbal altercation with me on April 12, 2022, when I was outside in my
front yard photographing my spring garden flowers when she suddenly began a very loud public dispute by
abruptly and baselessly claiming at high volume I was "video-recording her children." I was also given to
understand by the nurse at Carney ER that the (very shocking, false-claim) story from QPD to EMS at Carney
was that I had supposedly "posted films and photos of her children on Facebook and didn't think there was
anything wrong with this" plus, egregiously, "had a fixation on children." I have put in FOIA requests to QPD and
Mass State Police to get to the bottom of this matter to find out what exactly this deranged woman said, and
what exactly was the reason for 3 police officers (along with backup police and Brewster EMS) running an
Ambush and Capture operation on me on April 14, 2022, and await all information with interest.
:~4) I am aware that on April 13, 2022, one police officer from QPD showed up at my home waving around the
copy of the :Notice of Trespass and Deceit--a private communication I had put at the doorsteps of XXX Pine
Street and XXX Pine Street, describing the 8-year-long Neighborhood Watch Harassment and other forms of
harassment I have been subjected to in this Quincy neighborhood, matters I have described in documented
FOIA-based reportage as well as letters to various police and government officials including Maura Healey,
Attorney-General of Massachusetts, and Charles Baker, Governor, Thomas Koch, Quincy Mayor, et al (more
information in my Press Release and at my website), as well as describing the altercation on April 12, 2022
which was initiated by the hostile woman neighbor at XXX Pine and which was ended by myself informing her

she was publishing false-accusations and going inside to my own home (at ~ XXX Pine) and shutting the door. I
understand my husband was told by this officer "Harassment is illegal" --irony to beat them all, since I was
reporting an 8-year program of clearly organized and systemic Neighborhood Watch Harassment, Noise
Harassment and public slander, no doubt well-known to and apparently facilitated by Quincy Police ( Please see
my FOIA requests reporting all unusual ground-vehicular and Air Vehicle action from 2014 onward in my Quincy
neighborhood to USAF, DHS, City of Quincy, and others) --in addition to other forms of harassment, as described
in that Notice, against myself, and suggesting at its close that all parties in any American neighborhood exhorted
to engage in cruel and hostile actions of Neighborhood Watch Harassment and Slander against others always
had the choice to not do so. Please be aware this was a private communication to two neighbors and I have no
interest in further discussing this matter of my :Notice and its contents with Quincy Police at this time. Suffice to
say however writing an informational notice is not a crime, posting it privately to people on cars and fences and
doorsteps is not a crime, posting notices and flyers online is not a crime, and stating in notices and flyers that
victims of neighborhood harassment and hostility have the right to record and document all harassment--by and
of neighbors who are adults, not children--for purposes of documentation and future address is not a crime
either, nor is it a threat of a crime. Writing and speaking in fact are exactly the things to do, when people are
harassing you for no reason: Silence in the face of grievous crimes of harassment is not the answer.
(Neighborhood Watch Harassment on the other hand, which deliberately isolates and ostracizes people, then
falsely calls them "anti-social", is a whole bunch of crimes.)
:~5) I am writing this letter specifically to address the matter of this False Claim this woman has made, to clear
up this matter for your QPD records and to state definitively for your edification it is a False Claim, False
Accusation, and profoundly defamatory and slanderous allegation against a very dedicated and diligent mother,
teacher, writer, journalist, author, who has in fact volunteered extensively in her daughter's kindergarten and
elementary schools, run wonderful and much-loved home-schooling, summer camp, and after-school creativity,
literary, science, and art workshops for children, worked locally in preschools and art centers as an art teacher
for children and has also a stellar resume of successfully teaching young adults and adults in Universities,
community colleges, and Continuing Education programs for 20 years in addition to an array of long-time
volunteer work in many different community-service organizations. On the day in question, April 12, 2022, when
this woman screamed her vile accusations--like an Agent Provocateur--at me in public, I was photographing
flowers in my front garden. Had I been filming, I would have caught her entire diatribe on tape. The photos of
these flowers are still in my phone and I will publish them. Further, let it be definitively known that all accusations
suggesting I have posted random film and images of anyone, let alone children, anywhere, are completely false-when random paranoid women and gullible or malicious police accuse someone of such things, there should be
a simple process to check online to determine the facts before unwarranted police action to ambush families and
capture innocents. Not merely do I not post images and film of harassive neighbors and their children online on
social media or anywhere, glancing through my social media will prove this definitively. As a publishing journalist,
I have way better things to do: I post my video interviews, reports, and newsbreaks online, so my journalism can
be widely read and viewed. Nor do I recommend others do so; I do recommend however that everyone being
victimized in these ways record their harassment if they can. None of this means that I condone Neighborhood
Watch Hostility and Harassment or that it is my job to protect such invaders of privacy and contractors with
fusion centers who operate in neighborhoods using EMF Tech Surveillance: those who harass others, including
under Citizen Corps or Infragard or anything else must know they are engaging in extremely reprehensible
actions against others, and no doubt the Natural Laws of the universe (their own Karma) will take care of their
perfidy, I don't claim to have any part or interest in this.
: Recording the hostility and harassment of others against you for purposes of documentation and future address
is not a crime, it is the recording of a crime. However, the random public accusation of "filming children" and
"photographing children" and "fixating on children" has disgusting pedophile overtones to it, and is essentially
slanderous, defamatory, and character-assassinating in nature: that False-Accusation in fact is malicious,
egregious, and should be viewed as a crime. This woman has in fact published malicious and criminal False
Accusations on me. Not merely do I not randomly "film and photograph children," nor recommend that others
do--whether they engage in harassive activity or not--I, as a mother myself and a teacher of children, take every
step to protect all children from public exposure; this cannot be said for those people who freely use their
children and encourage them to harass others: as you may very well know, and as many have reported to me as
a journalist, all those families who run Neighborwood Watch Hostility and Harassment on others with
Police/FBI/Sheriffs' blessings do indeed use their children, reprehensibly, to harass others.
: Police worth their salt might want to Investigate such egregious accusations first, before barging into homes
with Mental Health mavens in tow and arresting innocent people. Where is the evidence--on any of my social

media--of such claimed "postings of films and photos of children"? Why would Quincy Police come and lie to my
family about such, with no evidence whatsoever? How indeed can Quincy Police ambush a family with false
claims based on No Evidence? Whatever happened to Due Process? What is the real reason Quincy Police
wanted so desperately to run an Ambush-and-Capture Section 12 Crisis-Operation False-Flag on me--retaliation
for my truth-journalism?
:~6) Obviously I am outraged at the actions of this woman in slandering me, and at Quincy Police, the
Department of Mental Health, and Carney Hospital, Dorchester for having collusively engaged in the profoundly
egregious actions of kidnapping and holding me in captivity in an icy-cold Emergency Room and freezing room
in a Psych Ward for 6 days, subjecting me against my will, without my consent to a "Psychiatric Evaluation"
which I fully repudiate, and permitting my Name as a Journalist, Broadcaster, Author, Educator, and Writer to be
so damagingly and publicly slurred and slammed. There are several aspects to the crimes against me which
need to be correctly addressed, including the actions taken by QPD officer "Matthew Miller" who signed the
Section 12 form, and the clearly unqualified and under-educated "Tim O'Brien" who wrote down a whole page of
lies and drivel on that form against me. No doubt I have to further address these actions of public hostility
against myself, in law and journalism and writing as the living woman and writer and state national living
peacefully in the private as I am--and in correcting any new, false medical records made in the Legal Person
name of "Ramola Dharmaraj", as I move forward, but I am sending this letter to immediately address the matter
of the horrifically egregious False Claim this delirious and demented woman seems to have made against me,
and to personally notify Quincy Police this was a False Claim and False Accusation and a False Arrest based on
this claim. Kindly correct your records accordingly, and the records of all to whom you have shared any
information associated with the name "Ramola Dharmaraj."
: My name and public image as a Truth- and Peace-centered living woman, mother, writer, broadcaster, speaker,
and journalist (who is perfectly sane and in immaculate possession of all her mental faculties) who is openly
engaged in candid disclosure and truthtelling journalism (not some shady seedy profession as this raving FalseAccuser has falsely-claimed), is very important to me--as to all those who appreciate my writing and journalism-and I will take every needed step to set the record straight and ensure I am seen in the correct light of who I truly
am and how I live in the world rather than in the false light of false-claims, false-accusations, false-psychiatricevaluations made after harassive, false-claim provocations and public abuse by unhinged women who appear to
be operating as collusive police informant provocateurs and professional defamers.
: Should you wish further information from me on this matter--or wish to apologize for this massive crime against
me--please reach me by email at ramolad@everydayconcerned.net.
:Thank you very much for your attention to this most grave and serious matter.
:By:
:Ramola-grace: Dharmaraj©., LS, Beneficiary, Attorney, Authorized Agent for "Ramola Dharmaraj"
:Non-negotiable autograph, Without Prejudice, All Rights Reserved.

